Comments
So, what do homeschoolers
just like you have to say about
Revival to Revolution?
“We are a joyous family of eleven whom have used
HOD in our home school for 7 years. Our two older
boys, ages 13 and 14, are journeying through Revival to
Revolution, and LOVE, LOVE, LOVE their school days.
From the amazing and carefully selected history
readings, mapping assignments, speeches/poems
studied, narrations written, state studies investigated,
advanced level physical science projects and labs
completed, Drawn into the Heart of Reading selections
delved into, thoughtfully chosen storytime/extensions
readings, Biblical worldview discussions, to Bible quiet
time blessings,etc...we are thankful beyond measure for
this special program. We are also immensely grateful
for how beautifully HOD progresses children into
independent work, yet still allows for plenty of quality
interaction and discussion time with the parent.”
Todd and Marianne in Longmont, Colorado
“Revival to Revolution has given our twins such a great
year of learning.The rich independent readings, beautiful
notebook pages, and super-fun hands-on activities
have kept them engaged all year. And what a breeze
for mom! While I’m working with my youngers, I’ll see
them buried in a book, happily making concoctions in
the kitchen, doing beautiful paintings, or assembling a
science experiment, all on their own! And our together
time studying Biblical worldview is priceless. I can’t
recommend this program more highly.”
Janet in Beverly, Massachusetts

“What I appreciate most about Revival to Revolution is
the amazing books included. My son has learned and
retained so much knowledge of this time period that
several people have asked me what I was using. I love
the way the curriculum ALWAYS leads the student to
God’s word, teaching him/her eternal truths. As a
pastor’s wife with 4 boys, time is of the essence and
the independence Revival to Revolution has produced in
my son is such a blessing. My heart is grateful to the
Lord for supplying such an incredible guide.”
Adrienne in Snellville, Georgia
“We LOVE Revival to Revolution! Every year it seems
the Heart of Dakota guides get better.The connections
my son is making in history, because of the chosen
resources and the way they are scheduled, are amazing!
Science is definitely a favorite with my son this year. My
favorite part of the program is the worldview study.
We’ve had lots of great discussions. Overall, we are
very happy with Revival to Revolution.”
Allison in Texas
“We wish we would have found Heart of Dakota earlier!
My 9th grade son and 8th grade daughter have had the
best year doing Revival to Revolution with extensions!
My son, who was NOT a reader prior to this school
year, has devoured EVERY book! I even catch him
reading ahead! Thanks so much for a great, wellrounded program that lays a wonderful foundation
in early American History. The Exploration Education
Physical Science is a huge hit as well!”
Sarah in Washington, Missouri
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